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Porter Plant Admits T^ Atmospheric Pollution
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR.
Academics Editor
While admitting that the
odor of his plant is a form of
atmospheric pollution, Mr.
Jack B lack, plant works
manager of the H.K. Porter
plant, stated that, "a year
from now the situation will be
very much improved and will
not be a subject for
complaint."
Black, who has been with
the plant since Porter was
established in Richmond some
5 years ago, said that, "the
degree of pollution is light
when considered by industrial
standards." He also said,
"there is no smoke, dust,
particles or chemicals emitted
from the plant. The problem
is with the odor."
Making Investments
According to Mr. Black,
the plant is making
"substantial amounts of
investments in an attempt to
eliminate this odor. We want
to correct the situation. This
must be done by purchasing
pollution equipment with
profit money, which puts us
at a trade disadvantage. We've
got to have some time-an
operation such as this isn't
done over night."
The chief engineer of the
plant, Mr. Charles Porter, said
that several firms are being
employed by the Richmond
plant to solve the odor

problems. Mr. Porter singled
out Amos Turk, a professor at
City College of New York, as
the most prominent expert
attempting to help the local
plant.
Mr. Black said the smell
from the Porter plant is
similar to that which a person
would smell when driving
behind a truck with its breaks
on firmly. Mr. Black stood in
front of" one of 4 large
machines outside of the plant
to indicate that the odor was
not harmful and contained no
particles.
Dust Free Inside
Pressure from the machines
amounts to 43,000 cubic feet
of air per minute being
emitted from large blowers to
counter balance a suction
process which keeps the inside
of the plant almost dust free.
Mr. Black said the emission'
of the odor is a continuous
process. "We aren't trying to
hide the odor by letting it
escape at night. It leaves the
plant at a constant rate 24
hours a day." Increased
moisture in the air at night,
and possible shifts in ait
direction, account for the
greater noticeability of the
odor in the evenings.
'The state pollution board
and county health officials
have been here since you
people started all this coverage
in your papers," Black said.
"We are equally concerned as

anyone, and hope the problem
will be solved soon. It's a
matter of determining. what
the odor is and what type of
filter will take it out of the
air."
*
Mr. Black said that the city
of Richmond built the plant
which Porter occupies almost
exactly to Porter
specifications. In addion, a
good and available labor force,
a favorable tax climate, and a
favorable community
atmosphere in which to live
were other reasons for Porter
locating in Richmond.
Management for the plant
was transferred from Trenton,
N.J.
Mr. Donald Mundorff,
Porter manager of purchasing
and personnel, said that the
plant currently employs 235
people. The plant could some
day employ 400 persons, and
Mundorff reports that plant
employment is up 35% over
the past 6 months.
Jury Report
Both Mr. Black and Mr.
Mundorff stated that they had
been disappointed in the
"hasty and somewhat poorly
investigated" report by the
Madison County Grand Jury
which criticized the plant for
its operational procedures
leading to pollution of
Richmond.
When contacted by the
Progress, Judge James
Chenault, Circuit Court Judge

of the 25th judicial district,
pointed out that he, as Judge,
had nothing to do with the
actual operation of the grand
jury.
He also noted that the jury
action was not to be confused
with an indictment, but was
to "call our attention to the
problem and request that the
plant do something about it."
(An indictment would call for
a trial, or an answer from the
company. In this case, the
jury is merely asking the
Porter company to correct the
problem.)
Time Element

Hospital (across the bypass
from the plant) to see if the
Porter operation was in any
way detrimental to the health
of patients and employees of
the hospital.
In answer to members of
EKU chemistry department
faculty and the Mayor of
Richmond, who raised
questions concerning the
proximity of the hospital to
plant, Mundorff said, "at the
time the hospital opened, they
reported no problem with
impure air effecting hospital
operations."
The Progress contacted Mrs.
Edna Corey, the head nurse
at the Hospital, who said
"complaints by patients have
not been brought to my
attention that I can recall
concerning the odor in the
air."
Odor Noticed

"All I do is receive the
report," Judge Chenault said,
"I have nothing to do with the
jury's processes. I'm not
certain just what they did in
terms of investigation, but I
would mention the time
element involved. The Grand
Jury has little time to actually
investigate in a situation such
as this-they do the best they
can."
It is the duty of the circuit
judge in Kentucky to instruct
the grand jury on their
assignments when they meet.
Judge Chenault said that when
the next grand jury is called to
meet, "I will instruct them to
investigate the operation of
the plant on the basis of the
past jury's findings."
Mr. Mundorff said that the
Porter plant had checked with
officials of the Pattie A. Clay

Mrs. Corey said that she
personally had noticed the
odor on the outside, but not
on the inside of the hospital
building. She had worked at
the old Pattie A. Clay
Hospital, located on Glyndon
Avenue, and feels that the
new location on the bypass is
an improvement over the old
location in terms of air
pollution.
"At the old PAC the odor
was very offensive on the
inside. Things are better on
the bypass even though we're
actually closer to the plant."
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PUNGENT ODORS ALLEGEDLY
raised
by H.K. Porter plant recently
resulted in a Madison County Grand Jury
investigation attempting to establish the
actual degree of air pollution. H.K. Porter is

now searching for the source of the odor and
proper filters to remedy this situation. A
workman examines part of the plant's
equipment.
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Student Senate Announces
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
News Editor
The rules for Student
Association elections for the
spring of 1971 were outlined
at Tuesday's Student Senate
meeting by election
committee chairman, Steve
Stanley.

RON PENNINGTON, a senior from
Manchester and student
senator
representing
Omega
Psi
Phi ,
contemplates the Senate's discussion of the

All petitions must be
turned in to the Student
Association Office, room 201
of the Student Union
Building, by 4 p.m. Friday,
March 26.
The election will begin
Staff Photo by MarUnne RON
at 10 a.m. and end at 5 p.m.
upcoming election. The election will be held on Wednesday, April 14.
on Wednesday, April 14. Ballot boxes will be
Ballot boxes will be
placed in each dorm and in the Student placed in each dorm and in
Union lobby on the day of the election.

Dr.
Elvis
J.
Stahr
Admonishes
4
71 Founders Day 'Passengers'
"We're all fellow passengers
on a pretty small spaceship,"
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, National
Audubon Society president,
told an Eastern Kentucky
Founders Day audience last
night.
Man's relations to the
natural environment is one of
the major board problems
"besetting this little planet
and its inhabitants...this little
spaceship and its passengers
and crew," Stahr said. The
other major problem, he said,
is "men's relations to each
other."
Former President
Stahr, former president of
West Virginia and Indiana
Universities and Secretary of
the Army under President
Kennedy, spoke at the 65th
anniversary of the founding of
Eastern as a state institution
and the 97th year of higher
education on campus. A
native Kentuckian, he was
formerly dean of the
University of Kentucky
College of Law.
Born March 9, 1916, in
Fulton County, Dr. Stahr was
graduated from the University
of Kentucky in 1936 and
> from the University of
Oxford, England in 1938. He
was a Rhodes Scholar from
1936 to 1939.

Admitted to the New York
Bar Association in 1940, he
practiced in that city until
1948. Dr. Stahr then returned
to his home state, was
admitted to the Kentucky Bar
Association and served as
Dean of the University of
Kentucky College of Law
from 1948 to 1956.
'Washington Post
He later became president
of West Virginia University
before accepting a post at
Washington D.C. He
eventually was appointed
Secretary of the Army, serving
in that capacity in 1961-62.
In 1962, he became
president of Indiana
University, a position he held
until becoming president of
the Audubon Society.
Among Dr. Stahr's honors
are the selection as one of
America's 10 Outstanding
Young Men in 1948, being
named Kentuckian of the
Year in 1961 by the Press
Association, and an honorary
membership in the National
Rifle Association.
The ceremonies included a
dinner program in the
University's Keen Johnson
Student Union Building dining
hall.
Special dinner music and
after dinner selections were

provided for the Founders
Day program by Eastern's
Music Department.
Man's relation to the
natural environment, Stahr
said, "has to do with his life
support system and his
growing abuse, degradation,
pollution and even destruction
of it."
He said, "This life support
system of ours, unique in the
universe as far as we know for
sure, and in any case the only
one we've got, is now in
trouble, even perhaps danger,
because of man's activities.
'The idea is to consider
whether some trends can be
turned around before they
take man to the point of no
return...Some environmental
damage is irreversible."
Two Forces
He said the environmental
crisis, which is "relatively
recent," results mainly "from
the impact of two coinciding
and explosive forces just since
World War II-the explosion of
population and the explosion
of technology."
Stahr warned, "Even while
man steadily increases the
quantity of his own species,
he busily degrades the quality
of the life to which he can
possibly look forward."
America's highly developed

technology "is used on a
gigantic scale-and often
brilliantly-to solve what
usually are sharply and
narrowly defined, relatively
short-range problems," he
said. "Grossly inadequate
attention is given, however, to
the far-reaching effects of the
resulting environmental
alterations."Harmful Technology
As an example of harmful
technology, Stahr named the
proposed SST. "Some call it
the super-subsidized
transport."
Warning that this airplane
which will cost millions will
pollute the stratosphere, Stahr
said, "I do not think
American industry should be
penalized by our refusal to
build the SST. I do not think
we should allow foreign SST's
either to fly anywhere in
America..."
No community, state, or
country is free of
environmental problems,
Stahr pointed out. "Nature
doesn't know or really care
where national or local
political boundaries are laid
out...When any nation poisons
the air or water, wastes
natural resources, gets too
selfish about whaling, tears at
Continued on page 1 o

the Student Union Lobby on
the day of the election.
Dormitory ballot boxes will be
in the lobbies.
There will be no
campaigning around the polls
or in the dormitory lobbies or
in the Student Union Lobby
on election day.
Campaign Posters Out
No campaign posters
shall be allowed in or on the
SUB except for the lower
walls and doors of the grill.
Posters on or in academic
buildings are also prohibited.
All campaign posters
and other materials shall be
taken down or dismantled by
Friday, April 16 at 5 p.m. by
those candidates responsible
foi them.

There shall be no
defacing, destroying or
removing of campaign posters,
or materials owned or
endorsing other candidates.
All slates for
President-Vice President will
be listed on ballots in
alphabetical order determined
by the names of the
presidential candidates of the
slate. AU nominations for
Senators-at-large will be listed
in alphabetical v •' .
Public Debates

The elections committee
will sponsor a series of public
debates between the
candidates for president and
vice-president. The exact
number and dates of these
debates will be determined by
the elections committee after
consultation with the
candidates themselves.
Depending upon the number
and interest of the candidates
for Senator-at-large, a series of
debates can be arranged by
the committtee for those
candidates.
Three delegations have
been formulated and
appointed to visit each Regent
member before the next board
meeting to discuss the
problems and situations. The
motion to formulate the
groups was made by President
Protem of the Student Senate.
Chuck Kelhoffer, at the March
9 meeting of the Senate and
Student Regent, Robert
Babbage was named chairman
of the delegation.

The nine students named
for the three delegatipns were
Charles Abner, Nancy
Gretzinger, and Chuck
Kellhoffer; Jim Blair, Sharon
Crews, and Guy Hatfield; and
Jim Pelligrinon, Bill Ramey,
and Sonja Foley.
The next meeting of the
Board of Regents is to be held
April 2. However, a discussion
has been raised questioning
whether the Senate's funds
will remain tax free if they
pay for the gasoline for the
visits.
Lobbying?
Student Association
Secretary, Cathy Wozny says
that some people think that
this could be considered
lobbying. Dr. Thomas Myers,
Vice President of Student
Affairs, raised the
question. A report was
given by Jim Blair, a member
of the follow-up committee
f rom which four proposals
derived. The first was to make
and hang a poster in the
Safety and Security Building,
stating the rights of students.

This is to be done at the
expense of the Student
Senate.
The second proposal was to
send a request to the Board of
Regents stating that the
Student Senate wishes to be
allowed to have meetings with
due notice. The request was
rejected by the Board earlier
this year. The Senate wishes
reconsideration with the
precedent that the Faculty
Senate may call a meeting of
due notice. The proposal is to
be taken to Student Court.
The third proposal that was
passed stated that 75 per cent
of the student members of the
University Committees will be
announced at the first Student
Senate meeting in the fall of
1971 with the remaining 25
per cent of the members to be
selected from freshmen and
other interested students after
one month*of class.
Other Action
In other Senate action this
week:
A letter was read that
had been received from Bob

Tarvin and Howard
Unterbrink concerning the
University Center Board's 5th
Dimension Concert. The
concert grossed $12,246.50;
expenses totaled $14,606; and
the concert cost resulted in
$2,360.
Stephen Louis was
appointed the fifth member of
the elections committee.
A letter will be sent to
President Robert R. Martin
requesting that more students
(20% of each committee) be
placed on the University
committees.
A wire will be sent by
the Student Senate
congratulating Western
Kentucky University on their
winning the Mid East Regional
title and wishing them good
luck in the semi-finals of the
NCAA.
Inquiries will be made
this week into the
participation of organizations
as guides on Senior Day, the
dates of senior exams, and the
fees paid for air conditioning
in the dorms.

Hetrick Trial Date Set;
Judge Denies Motion
BY SONJA FOLEY
Editor
A court date of January
12, 1972, has been set "for
trial without the intervention
of a jury" for Dr. Phyllis B.
Hetrick, according to a court/'
order issued by United States
District Judge, Mac Swinford,
in Lexington.
On March 5, the Court
overruled the motion
presented by the former
Eastern English professor's
attorney, Robert A. Sedler,
requesting a Partial Summary
Judgment.
"The plaintiff and her
lawyer," said John W.
Palmore, defense attorney for
President Robert R. Martin
and the Eastern Board of
Regents, "were looking for
the University to give her.a
hearing without a trial in
circuit or federal court. The
Court said that the University
did not have to give her a

hearing. The case was assigned
for trial."
Dr. Hetrick who is
presently teaching under a
one-year contract at Bowling
Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio, filed
suit August 12, 1970, claiming
that she was advised that her
teaching contract would not
be renewed for this 1970-71
academic year.
She is centering her defense
around the first and
fourteenth amendments of the
United States Constitution
and asking for a permanent
injunction against Dr. Martin
directing him to offer her an
appointment as an assistant
professor of English.
Dr. Hetrick claims that the
decision not to reappoint her
was made by Dr. Robert R.
Martin and that it is the
consistent practice of Dr.
Martin to persuade teachers
who, to him, are "too liberal"

or have "controversial ideas"
to resign, but if the teacher
refuses, his contract is not
renewed.
She also states that Dr.
Martin refused to give written
reasons and/or a hearing on
her dismissal.
A University lawyer
indicated that according to
Kentucky State Law, she was
not entitled to written charges
or a formal hearing
Allegedly, Dr. Hetrick's
dismissal stems from
discussions that she held on
the Vietnamese war and the
draft in her English classes
during the week of October
15, 1970.
She says she was accused of
draft counseling and told that
she was not "sociable."
Recently, a motion made
by Palmore to dismiss the suit
against Dr. Martin and the
regents was overruled by the
Court.
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Coed Dorms: A Detailed Examination
In recent years coed dorms have been
spreading across the country. Because
they are considered a trend of the future,
many colleges have endorsed them.
Parents accustomed to traditional
coUege life with its restrictions and
sedation of sexes find coeducational
Uving unconventional and are somewhat
overwhelmed with the fact that their
children might choose to reside in a coed
dorm. They feel that sex will run rampant
and their children's morals will be
jeopardized. For the most part these fears
are boundless as many colleges have shown
with various kinds of coed living.
There is a wide range of living
arrangements, which consists of separate
floors or wings and in more liberal
institutions, there are alternating or
adjacent rooms. Some schools have
adjoining dorms connected by lounges and
cafeterias but this is not < actually
considered a coed dorm since men and
women do not live together.
Visiting hours are also observed, some
more strictly than others. Many schools
permit room visitation until midnight on
weekdays and 1:30 a.m. on weekends.
Coed dorms at Ohio University and
Maryland U. are set up on this basis,
whereas at Miami University in Ohio, there
are weekend visiting hours only. One of the
most liberal schools is Stanford University,
where coeds live in alternate rooms and
hours are left to the students' own
discretion. Many students feel they should
be allowed to use their own judgement
concerning visiting rights; if someone does
not know right from wrong by the time he
enters college, then it is too late to start
learning
There is always the question of sex
when men and women are living together in
the same dormitory, regardless of the
restrictions. Administrators and
psychologists are in agreement that coed
living does not lead to promiscuity.
- The more positive attitudes toward sex
should be recognized in such a situation,

One does not have to live in a coed dorm to
engage in sex. Integrated dorms, women's
hours, and locked doors have often
overemphasized the idea of sex. It is a
known fact that in coUege age couples sex
does tend to play an important part in their
relationship and coed living only makes it
m re
° convenient.
lt fa the
°Pmion of Dr- Joseph Katz,
{orm
^. \ psychologist from Stanford,
ow Director
" ,
°f Kesea'ch {™ "uman
Development and Educational Policy at
State University of New York at Stony
Brook, that an incest taboo is created
when stude
nts live together. They tend to
form a brother-sister relationship; to look
on each other as more than mere sex
objects.
They develop friendships that are more
intimate and lasting then if they lived
separately. Many students with an identity
crisis or problems of relating to others learn
to overcome them in a coed dorm. It is
easier to act naturally and to be themselves
wnen they are more aware of each other as
human beings.
*f in most unusual circumstances,
0
P' ^1118 «? bound to anse; L™n&Am a
«>ed dorm does not mean instant freedom,
as many believe There is a lack of privacy
a d
" *°°"?le freedom to be improperly
attired Gah wou,d no want
.
*° be fen
around
,n d, s and
™™*
P
«■*«■
students are also more conscious of their
behavior Roommates may not always be m
agreement about visitors
°ne stude"* *°"\ th* ^^^ °f
Michigan related that he had to move out
to et
« P™* and s^ity;* isn t always
2?* '° studv Wlth a *" m your room.
T^" to°'the «uy who has Just broken UP
with his girlfriend will often find himself in
an awkward position, especially if the girl
happens to live down the hall.
Considering the pros and cons, faculty
and students must decide for themselves
whether or not they wish to establish coed
dorms. In view of the circumstances, would
Eastern wish to initiate coed dormitories?
Many factors would have to be evaluated
before any decisions could be made.

Financial possibilities are one of them,
Most schools do not build new dorms, they
use present ones. Very little changes are
made, since the students use the same
eating, recreational and study facilities.
Thomas Myers, vice president,
Dr.
student Affairs, was asked along with Miss
Mary K. Ingels, Dean of Women, to
determine whether Eastern could
financially install them and whether the
University was ready to undertake such
„ew concepts in living,
Dr. Myers felt that in certain parts of
the country it was a moralistic issue and
that in the past three or four years, there
a more critical evaluation of
was
coeducational dormitories by society,
"Society takes a dim view on moral
j^es. Eastern is a state supported
institution, the taxpayers pay 75 per cent
of coUege costs; students only pay one
fourth It is questionable whether they
wouid support them."
in regard to the possibility of having
them at Eastern, he said, "I am not in a
position to seriously consider the
possibility, it has never before been
evaluated as feasible."
From an economic point of view, he
said that "People would rather spend
money on recreational facilities for
students which provided better activities
than sex." Eastern has planned twin
towers, Telford Complex for women and
Keene Complex for men; half of each is
already completed.
Dean Ingels said that she knows very
little about coed dorms, but feels they are
not universally accepted. Concerning
Eastern, she said, "Change comes slowly,
The idea of a bedroom visit is a fairly new
concept; in this area, it is an alien
concept."
In many colleges which have coed dorms
she thinks there is more selectivity of
students. "When there is a very select
student body, there is more likely to be the
choice of living in a good dormitory,
Eastern can not be selective, there is a law
m Kentucky about accepting graduating
continued on page 3
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To the editor:

Learn From Opposing Views
I continue to be amazed at the refusal of
some students to listen to ideas which are
different, controversial, or alien to their
particular set of values. Witness the recent
criticism of the Student Senate's sponsorship
of a delegation to the Alternative America
Conference at the University of Kentucky.
Granted, many of the views expressed at the
conference did not reinforce those ideas about
man, society and the United States in particular
which are held by many Eastern students. This
is not to say that the values held by these
students are necessarily bad. It is, however, to
say that other viewpoints do exist, and that we
must understand what makes others think and
act as they do if we are to solve the problems
which confront our nation.
We cannot stick our heads in the sand and
ignore those aspects of the world which are not
to our liking. The fact is, we have a lot to
learn from those who hold opposing views.
The reluctance to hear these views I can only
interpret as fear that in comparison we might
find our bask set of values to be a little leas
than perfect. Such a revelation is more than
many of us can tolerate.
What went on at the Alternative America
Conference was not simply the planning "of a
particular political and partisan cause." < It
represented a phenomenon which, like it or
not, is occurring throughout the United States.
Eastern students should be concerned with
such activities and avail themselves of every
opportunity to learn from them.
The Student Senate and Mr. Kelhoffer
should, therefore, be commended rather than
criticized for their mature and responsible
interests in the world outside the confines of
E.K.U.
James V. Pellegrinon
Box 27, Todd Hall

Secrecy Shrouds Popularity Contest
What's worse than having a campus wide
election in order to determine Mr. and Miss
Popularity? Well, it's probably having a
campus wide election to make the selection
and then not announcing the results.
For the past few years the senior class
has amused itself by having an election to
find who the most popular guy and girl at
Eastern are. The activity has led factions of
students, including The Progress,
to
denounce the annual occurrence - not
because these students object to some
students' being popular, but rather a
question arises as to whether the senior
class needs to bother with an enterprise
that attracts the attention on only a
handful of students to learn who is
popular-as if it makes any difference.
Despite the poor senior turnout to vote
in past years, the practice was continued
this year with a grand total of twenty
students voting, according to Senior Class
President Robert Blythe. Now, people have
grown to accept the fact that Mr. and Miss
Popularity are not necessarily the most
popular people on campus, but the people
who won an election that was labeled to
uncover the most popular individuals. So, it
makes little difference whether fifty,
twenty, or just two vote.
The remarkable thing about this year's
contest is that the winners have not been

Rescheduled Again
The Nicholas Nyaradi lecture scheduled
for last night (March 24) has been
rescheduled for Thursday, April 15.

campus.
If Mr. Rash and Mr. Crowe are interested, I
obtained informatioron Strip mining, Appalachia,
and women's liberation, and would be more than •
glad to let them see it since it seems they were far
too busy with the Anti-War movement and
listening to "homosexuals" of the Gay Liberation
Front to attend any other talks.
Jan Panayotoff

Step In The Right Direction
This letter is sent in regard to the letters
of Mssrs. Crowe and Rash. They object to the
Student Senate's sending a delegation to
observe the Alternative to America Conference.
Their true objection is not obscured by their
claims of being "misled"-duped by Chuck .
Kelhoffer, or that the delegation "represented" *j
Eastern (it did not: it observed and there is a
significant difference).
Their actual objection was to the content,
personalities, and organizations in the
conference. Theirs is a political animosity, not,
as many would have it, an injustice to
morality or the honor of the Student Senate.
They object to Eastern Kentucky University's
leaving, however slightly-and this was so slight
as to be almost pathetic-its traditional
ignorance of the affairs of students across the
nation. They object to some students rejecting
that quiet, overtly placid, actually not,
conservativism as seen on this campus.
For the Student Senate, it was one minute
step in the correct direction-perhaps the only
under the lax regime of Pratt. For those who
dislike the idea of Eastern students' acting like
something other than elderly high-school
students-remember that the Student Senate is
only a game anyway, a rather obvious game
at that, to fill the needs of budding Rotarians
and fellow boosters.
If all the conferences like Alternatives to
America, teach-ins, and other activities ever,
amount to anything more than a whisper in
the bottom of our collective well, it will not
be due to the aid of any student senate. Tom
Hayden was not a student body president—all
student presidents and governments are trapped
in their own game: form a committee, people,
about the lack of parking places on campus.

I attended the Alternative America Conference
in Lexington on February 16, and I am dubious as
to whether those persons writing the letters to The
Progress actually were present. They were
Gerald Herrin
misinformed of the correct name of the
Route
6,
Richmond,
Ky.
conference. Contrary to the opinions of Mr. Crowe
and Mr. Rash, the conference was indeed
beneficial.
The conference was concerned with the most
controversial issues now facing all of us, and I did
not agree with all that was said; however, I do feel
.
it beneficial to hear others' views on these issues
I would like to congratulate certain band
even though they may be contrary to- what I
believe. I find it alarming that people are able to members on their success in screaming louder
think that only their views and opinions are than Miss Davis in the March 4 issue of The
Progress.
"beneficial."
I was unaware that some band members,
The University of Kentucky is near enough to
unlike
students of the more humble
Eastern that we should all be very much aware of
what is taking place there. I do not feel the disciplines, come to the University already
students of Eastern should limit their awareness masters of their art. Such flawlessness and
above
the
and interests only within a radius of the school infallibility is obviously
understanding of Miss Davis, who, after all, is
which includes the Red Barn, Ernie's etc.
If the Student Senate is to represent me on this only an amateur like the rest of the
campus I want them t.o be informed and aware of University Community.
Thomas C. Brecht
the issues outside of Richmond Although this
192 Summit
conference did not cost anything, I support the
Student Association financially and I do not want
Continued on page 3
my money to go to projects only on Eastern's

Critic Congratulated

Twenty, Votes Cast
formally announced, even though the
election occurred more than a week before
spring break, and it takes about three
minutes to tally twenty votes.
The announcement of Mr. and Miss
Popularity usually brings some boos from
the student body. Is it the intention of the
senior class officers after recognizing the
folly of the exercise to discontinue the
contest after the election is already over,
hoping everybody has forgotten? It's too
late to do that now.
Rumor has it that Mr- Blythe won the
contest for Mr. Popularity which is indeed
interesting. You see, Mr. Blythe nominated
himself, then manned the poll for a portion
of the few hours that it was open in the
lobby of the Student Union Building, then
he was in charge of having the votes
counted, and now he hasn't announced the
winner. The point isn't that Mr. Blythe
leads a hectic life or even to imply
scandalous behavior on his part, although
it's certain to enter the minds of some. The
point is he could have suddenly been hit by
a stroke of humility that would bring
embarrassment in announcing his own
popularity among a few people.
But don't let the student body suffer
any longer. We don't care if Mr. Blythe will
be momentarily uneasy or not; the winners
need to be announced. If twenty people are
willing to play along with popularity
election, they should be entitled to know
the outcome.
As long as we have to put up with the
annual popularity contest, one would think
it could be operated in a more appropriate
manner. Okay?

,

Readers' Views

Student Awareness Limited

BY SONJA FOLEY
Spring brings elections.
And April ushers new names and faces
into the top positions of leadership on this
campus.
By tomorrow at 4 we will know which
young men among us aspire to succeed
James Pratt as the president of the student
association. Yes, it's election time and it's
easy to tell that it is.
Just look around you and see who is
being 'extra-friendly' - who is suddenly
getting involved and chaulking up
accomplishments. Everyone suddenly
wants his name in the news.
In the past the elections of a new
president has not seemed to excite a vast
majority of the students on this campus,
yet throughout every year the gripes and
complaints are heard about how nothing
ever gets done, student government is a
farce, and why doesn't somebody do
something.
Well, now is the time for you, those
students who live in the dorms, who go to
classes, who party occasionally and perhaps
also leave the campus occasionally to seek
entertaining activity, to do something.
Find out who these candidates are.
Question why they are in the running. Ask
what their platforms are - what they see as
the issues and as their objectives. What are
they going to do for you? Then, above all,
vote - not because one is better looking
than the other or because one is affiliated
with this organization or that one, but
because one would be the best choice for
your president.
• As the editor of The Progress, I want to
remind all politicians that The Progress will
remain uncommitted to any and all
candidates and/or slates of candidates. Fair
and equal coverage will be given to each
one. And absolutely no political advertising
will be done in this paper.
To insure complete coverage, I ask that
candidates make available to The Progress
such information as platforms, goals, and
also personal biographies for use in
upcoming news and feature stories.
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Ken Green

Dimension Brings Quality
The largest audience to attend a
University concert in at least the last four
years gathered in Alumni Coliseum before
spring break to be entertained by one of
contemporary music's top notch vocal
groups, the 5th Dimension.
The evening's bill also featured a black
ventriloquist and a very witty dummy
who were successful in keeping the
audience in laughter until it was time for
the Dimension to come on stage.
I didn't think it possible for the Bell
Record Artists to surpass their past debut
at Eastern, two years ago, but the five vocal
wizards surprised me by introducing a fresh
and dynamic routine to the thousands of
students assembled.
When the Dimension comes on stage,
one is initially impressed by their
distinctive dress and polished choreography.
„ For a pace setting organization like Billy
Davis, Florence Gordon, Ron Townson,
Marilyn Davis, and Lamonte McLemore,
excellent vocal quality is not enough. They
incorporate a generous and well balanced
, repertoire of vocal, humor, choreography,
. and group-audience communication.
A group Uke the 5th Dimension has
reached an unsurpassable height in their
musical career. They are what I believe to
be retentively great.
These five artists have been most
effective in achieving a reknowned
reputation as being the pacesetter of
today's vocal side of music. Many groups
recording today attempt to fashion
themselves in accordance to the Dimension,
and I might add, fail to do so.
Despite the fact that the Dimension use
other artists' material, it doesn't detract
from their own originality and style. They
possess an adeptness for molding tunes into
a unique product of the group.
As for the concert itself, it would be
best to begin by citing the high caliber
instrumentation provided by the
Dimension's back-up musicians. These five
gentlemen were far better than the
mundane amateurs that accompanied the
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last concert group here.
Their talents ranged from electric piano
and guitar (lead and bass) to conga drums
and a very fine flutist. The group's lead
guitarist stood out as being one of the more
talented members of the group playing
several different instruments (guitar,
harmonica, flute, etc.).
After the band turned the audience on
with a jazz-rock instrumental, the
Dimension were introduced and came on
stage. The west coast stars gave the
audience a variety of selections including
their recording hits "Up, Up, and Away,"
"Aquarius," "Puppet Man," "Save the
Country," "Wedding Bell Blues," and "One
Less Bell to Answer."
I enjoyed the group's versions of two "3
Dog Night" hits - "Eli's Coming" and
"Feelin Alright." On "Eli's Coming," Ron
Townson got together with the girls,
Marilyn and Florence for a little drama and
comedy acting out the part of the
lecherous Eli and his female victims. This
was one of the evening's more enjoyable
numbers.
Other songs included the Jim Webb
tune, "This is Your Life," some selections
by Sly Stone, and a few others from the
Dimension's recent album for Bell Records
entitled "Portrait."
When the performance was nearing an
end, the audience did their best to prevent
their long awaited opportunity from
departing. A lengthy and insistent standing
ovation was in order following a
group-audience interaction in which some
EKU students joined the Dimension on
stage to work out.
After the ovation, the house lights
already on, the group proceeded to keep
things going by doing a few numbers which
involved supplementary accompaniment by
the audience's handclapping.
The Dimension Show was undoubtedly
the concert of the year. With a turnout like
this one, it makes one wonder why other
top groups cannot be scheduled.

Regarding the statement in the FYI of March 8,
1971 under the heading of "Consider This." The
statement correctly states that the first mark of a
gentleman is a sensitive regard for the feelings (and
rights) of others, but if we are to truly practice
such a philosophy, then it should encompass
everyone. However; it turns around and
contradicts itself by insulting those people that are
smokers.
The FYI is not an open forum for the display
of controversial opinions, especially since it offers
no chance for the other side to present their case.
Therefore, if yoitare the ones whowrote this biased
nonsense in the FYI,, please identify yourself and
be willing to discuss your statement.
The author as well as the co-signers of this
letter are both smokers and non-smokers. We
all are united in the belief that the FYI is
not the place for display of personal
prejudices.
James Breland
Thomas E. Harney
and five others
4th floor, Palmer Hall

Concert During Midterms
Time and time again the apathetic attitude
concerning the students of EKU has been
shown. I sometimes wonder if the concern for
a student's academic standing is as much as it
should be.
Learning is the experience of all facets of
our society, but there is a time and a place
for everything.
I' am
speaking of the 5th Dimension
Concert which was held in the middle of
mid-terms. Should a person stay in and study
or should a person learn how to enjoy life in
our society?
This is placing a limitation on the types of
learning one can experience. Couldn't this
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concert have been scheduled earlier or later in
the year? Has the administration again
succeeded in eliminating a few more of its
numbers?
Mike Grugin

Know Your Rights
Do you know your student rights?
The Student Rights Committee is a standing
committee of the Student Association that was
formed to help you, the student. For those of you
who may not know what your rights are as a
student, or if you feel that your rights have been
violated or infringed upon, the Student Rights
Committee is here to help you.
Anyone who has a question or a problem with
which we can help should feel free to call us at
622-3696 and tell us where you can be reached.
You may also call me at 623-8505, and I will try
to give you any information that you may need.
_Harry J. Prats
Chairman, Student Rights Committee

Overpopulation Threatens
In the past few months I have become
increasingly aware of the most important issue
facing our world today. Overpopulation, if
allowed to continue on itspresent course, will in
the near future bring about the destruction
of our world.
Our food needs are already far outstripping our
food supply. Approximately three and one-half
million people starve to death each year—the
majority being children.
College students are in a key position to do
something about this situation. I urge every
student to educate himself concerning this
problem, to consider the alternatives, and to take
whatever action he deems necessary.
If further malnouriahment, overcrowding, and
environmental decay are to be avoided, an effort
must be made now. Please don't wait. Starvation is
Veryre L
*
• Leslie Gayle Tail

MORE THAN 8,000 packed Alumni Coliseum
Wednesday night, March 10, for the 5th
Dimension Concert. Presenting such hits as
"Aquarius" and "One Less Bell to Answer," the
west coast stars combined vocal talents with
humor and choreography during their second
appearance at Eastern.
Staff Photos by Marlann* ROM

Coed Dormitory Examination Continued
Continued from page 2

high school seniors that must apply and the
only selectivity allowed is in accepting
out-of-state residents."
Doug Sojlander, head of the Baptist
Student Center, and Eugene Strange,
chairman of the Wesley Foundation, had
definite views of such dorms. Sojlander
feels that if students are on separate floors
or wings with recreation rooms, it would be
permissable to have coed dorms. He said if
there was some kind of activity center
where the students could get together, then
it might be beneficial. Although, he is
against an open door policy with visiting
hours in the rooms.
Strange said if the students have a
uniform maturity, then he is not against
them. But from his observations on
Eastern's campus, he thinks students are
too conservative for ihe most part and.that
' ft would put too much responsibility on
them. The majority of students would not
be able to handle such a situation and he
does not feel Eastern is ready for this
change.
Though coed living is a moral issue
confronting everyone, it should not be
looked at entirely in terms of religion.
Morality is related to religion and although
religion is within the realm of philosophy,
it is viewed in a more narrow scope, the
moral implications of coed living being
more philosophical.
Another member of Eastern's faculty,
Dr. James Lee, Psychology Chairman, had
this to say. "One must consider the positive
and negative possibilities of such living
conditions, it must be analyzed from all
view points. Coed dorms are an
opportunity to learn to live together, but it
raises the possibility for behavior that
society does not approve of, if one could
assume they behave this way.
"The question could be raised-is it
likely that students will behave in terms of
adult standards? The same thing
that happens in a coed dorm is just as likely
to occur in a regular dorm. One has to
consider different criteria, such as; if after
one year no one gets pregnant or if there is
no greater rate of pregnancy in coed dorms
than on campus, then it is possible that
coed dorms would be successful." This
would involve statistics and Dr. Lee is only
citing an example that might be a possible
criterion.
He does not think it would be successful
at Eastern, however. "Students have not
had the opportunity to develop patterns of
maturity. In this area, parents tend to be
authoritarian and many students, if they

A FESTIVAL OF
NEW ORLEANS

The HALL BROTHERS JAZZ BAND
IN COMCERr

REC0RD|||G SESS|Q||

@ANK AN©
COMPANY
"Pipe On Banking With Us"

8 p.m. Friday, March 26
PHELPS STOKES
BEREA COLLEGE
Admission : $2.00 tickets at the door
All seats general admission
Tickets in Berea at Wager's Pharmacy and Barker's
Men's Wear
Sponsored by C.A.B. and William J. Hut chins Lectureship Fund
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should happen to live in a coed dorm,
would not be able to handle it. One does
not learn the moral values of sexual
behavior in previous experience if someone
is keeping him from misbehaving. If he is
thrown into the middle of such a situation,
he will not always know how to handle
himself.
"Because of authoritarian parental rule
in this area of the country, which is more
traditional, it would not work. Also
premarital sexual relations are still looked
upon by many as immoral and there are a

lot of feelings of guilt if sexual feelings are
not inhibited. But coed dorms can be the
basis for a healthy experiment if one is
ready for this sort of thing."
The preceding interviews were
conducted only with members of the
faculty and it was not possible at the time
to conduct a random survey of students.
Eastern is still a relatively new university,
still growing and forming ideas. At the
present there are no plans for
coeducational housing and only the future
will decide.

Our tremendous new Spring Stars, stars and more stai
selection of women's styles They're big this season on
features this "Love Set" by every campus. Check his
Bow Wow. The denim jeans roomy body shirt with the
sparkle with embroidered high collar and barrel cuffs
seams and lettered fly. Her ... two buttons on this one.
top? A Wallace Beery.

Sbr 3Inutf raitif §>luip
STORE HOURS: Mon - Fri - 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. -9:00-5:30 SCA - MC - BAC

212 Water Street

623-9674
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Fewer Than 3000 In US
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Dr. Lee Shows Rare Samoyed Breed
BY DIANE POLLEI
Staff Reporter
The Chairman of Eastern's
psychology department shows
rare dogs.
Dr. James Lee's Ziri Tu's
Nanook of Tara is a Samoyed,
a breed of which there is less
than 3000 in the United
States.
"Five years ago,' said Dr.
Lee, "my family and I were
visiting with friends who
owned a litter of these
Samoyeds. That was the first
time that I had seen this
breed; I immediately took a

liking to them. "1 decided
to buy one of the litter. I
bought Nanook mainly for her
classic beauty and her loyalty
which impressed me," said Dr.
Lee.
Dr. Lee and his wife
decided to enter the dog in
shows. At the age of six
months Nanook won second
place in the entry for the
puppy breed.
After the Lee's puppy
became eleven months old,
she was not entered in any
more contests for several
years. "Since Nanook was
growing into a mature dog,"

said Dr. Lee, "her legs started
to get lanky and she did not
look good enough to enter
into these contests."
Nanook is registered by the
American Kennel Club and is
also a member of the midwest
region ot the Samoyed Club.
A dog may not enter the
different dog shows until he
has been ' registered. A
registered dog may
accumulate a total of fifteen
points, and he is considered an
A.K.C. champion.
Nanook has not become a.
champion yet, but 79 of her
ancestors have. "We plan to

Profs Meet For State AAUP
Approximately 200 faculty
members from 21 Kentucky
colleges and universities
attended the State Conference
of the American Association
of University Professors at
Kentucky Wesleyan College
on March 12-13.
The two-day Kentucky
AAUP meeting featured Dr.
Paul Oberst of the University
of Kentucky Law School and
Dr. Howard Ramsey, senior
vice president at Kentucky
Wesleyan College, as the guest
speakers.
The meeting on the
Wesleyan campus marks the
first time the AAUP has had
its state conference at KWC
and as far west as Owen shore
Kentucky colleges and
universities who sent
representatives to the state
conference included: Western
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
Pikeville, Union, Thomas
More, Centre, Transylvania,
Elizabethtown, Kentucky
State, Georgetown, Berea,
Louisville, Ashland, Catherine
Spaulding, Murray State,
Jefferson, Northern
Kentucky, Somerset,
Morehead, University of
Kentucky and host Wesleyan.
The program on March 12
opened at 4 p.m. with
registration in the lobby at
Gabtfs Motor big,.. The State
AAUP standing committees

w

met from 4-6 p.m., on Friday
at various sites on the
Wesleyan campus.
Legislative and policy
matters were formulated at
the Friday afternoon meetings
to be presented on Saturday.
Two new AAUP committees,
"Status of Women," and
"Retirement Policies of Public
Institutions," met on Friday,
along with the committee on
"Academic Freedom and
Tenure."
Following the committee
meetings, a banquet was
scheduled at Gabe's at 7 p.m.
with Oberst, a native of
Owensboro, who spoke on
"Public Education in
Kentucky."
Committee meetings were
scheduled again on Saturday
morning, followed by a
general meeting at 10:30 a.m.
in the Little Theatre on the
Wesleyan campus.
The visiting faculty
members had lunch in the
President's Hall at Wesleyan
and Dr. Ramsey spoke on
"The Private College in
Kentucky" following the
luncheon.
The election of a new vice
president and treasurer and
reports from the conference
officers concluded the
meeting Saturday afternoon.
In addition to the
scheduled conferences, the

Wesleyan Art Department
held an art display in the Art
Gallery and the Wesleyan
Library held an exhibit
entitled "Six Centuries of the
Book". A "Book Nook" of
AAUP materials and related
professional publications was
available for the visiting
professors.

keep entering her in contests
until she becomes an A.K.C.
champion," said Dr. Lee.
Nanook has won four first
place prizes in her class, and
also two prizes from each of
the second and third classes.
Nanook and her son will
compete for prizes this
Sunday, March 28, in Indiana.
Jefa's Snowland Frostie of
Nanook, better known as
Frosties, is entering his first
contest.
The upcoming contest
considered almost every
aspect of the Samoyed's
physical appearance—gait,
stance, coloring, muscle tone,
and the general personality of
the breed.

assist in hunting, in hauling
sleds and in guarding their
owners' homes.'
By nature the Samoyed is
not quarrelsome and is an all
purpose dog. Smaller than
most dogs, the Samoyeds are
strong and affectionate. Some
Samoyeds are "show offs,**
The standard size of a male
is 21" to 23" at the shoulder;
the female ranges from 19" to
21". The Samoyed is a highly
intelligent and well bred. "My
dog seems to mind me better
than the other members of my
family," said Dr. Lee.

The Lee family has not
trained Nanook to do tricks,
because she would "lose her
expression" according to Dr.
Lee. The Samoyeds are said to
have the smile of Christmas on
their faces all year around.

Nanook is not the only dog
that the Lee's own. They also
have another Samoyed, two
French poodles, and two
mixed breeds to round off the
dog family to six. "The dogs
sometimes run the house,**
said Dr. Lee. 'They just let us
live here."

Samoyed is the name of
the primitive people found in
the plains of Russia. The
tribes have used the dogs as
shepherds to hunt reindeer,

Dr. James Lee has been at
Eastern since 1967. Before
then, he taught at Wisconsin
State University and worked
in a clinical hospital in Ohio.

Staff Photo by Larry BaMsy

For April 4 Initiation

NANOOK, a rare breed of dog, is one of
the fewer than three thousand Samoyeds in
the United States. With a history dating back
to three thousand years, this type of dog was
employed by the Samoyeds for hunting,

CWENS Tap 53 Freshmen
The Cwens tapped 53 girls
into their organization on
March 11. The formal
initiation will be on April 4.
In order to be considered
for membership, a girl must
obtain a 3.0 the first semester.
High school and college
activities are also taken into
consideration.
The following girls are new
members: Linda Lemay,
Fairfield, Ohio; Linda Krauth,
Ft. Mitchell; Sally Turner;
Lawrenceburg, Indiana; Joy
Harris, Middlesboro; Bonnie
Gray, Dayton, Ohio; Roxanne
Schlelein, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Denise Elzy, Louisville; Diane
Donohue, Louisville; Patricia
Demko, Louisville; Diane
Darenkamp, Ft. Mitchell.
Martha Sands, Louisville;

Karen Current. Lexington;
Vicki Raderer, Louisville;
Carol Cassity, Paris; Shea
Pulliam, Paris, Nadine Brewer,
Dayton, Ohio; Jennifer Sue
Pruitt, Dayton, Ohio; Cindy
Baltzley, West Chester, Ohio;
Dorothy Patterson, Louisville;
Janet Sue Aydt, Louisville;
Carmon Arvin, Lebanon; Lana
Wilson, Richmond; Barbara
Cole, Richmond; Darlene
Young, Ashland.
Rhonda Wall, Waynesburg;
Sharon Maupin, Lebanon;
Deborah Wa i n w right,.
Loveland, Ohio; Jayne
Marlowe, Frankfort; Darla
Vogelsang, Hebren; Cathy
Hill, Versailles; Jean Carole;
Hempfling, Hebron; Diane
Stump, Belle Center phio;

FOOD MARTS

CONVENIENT THINKS
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Mary Joyce Grider,
Tom pkinsville ; Kathy
Stephens, Norwood, Ohio;
' Sandra Foley, Lebanon, Ohio;
Deborah Fennell, Saxanburg,
Pennsylvania; Mary Ewersole,
Lexington; Karen Schaffer,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Jerri Sellers,
Lovelace, Ohio; Jennifer
Daniel, Corbin.
Jo Anne Rice, Ashland;
Lynn Copper, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Elizabeth Carol Bryant,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Angella
Bender, Lexington; Karen
Bailey, Lovelace, Ohio; Kathy
O'Nan, Louisville; Linda
Madden, Plainfield, Ohio; Jean
Fiederer, Winchester; Sherry
Moore, Ports tnough, Ohio;
and Sandra Moermond, Ft.
Thomas.
•.
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3 Charged
In Shooting
Of Student
Three Madison county
residents have been charged
with the malicious shooting
and wounding with the intent
to kill an Eastern student,
Mike Jackson, a sophomore
from Lexington. The three
20-year-old residents will be
arraigned March 26 and' are
now out on $ 1,000 bond.
The Kentucky State Police
received a complaint from the
Eastern Security Police
Thursday, March 11, that an
Eastern student had been shot
in the foot behind Depree
Hall, as the result of an
argument at the Holiday Inn
where a party was being held.
The investigation of
Detective Morgunson resulted
in the arrest of Michael Lee
Smith, Carl William Snowden
and Billy Thomas Ashcraft.

pulling sleds, and guarding homes. Dr. James
Lee, chiarman of the psychology
department, plans to enter Nanook in future
shows.

The Club Circuit

Senate Sponsors Colloquia
Colloquia, which is
sponsored by the Student
Association, is offering
discussion groups on the
following topics. All students,
faculty, and administrators are
invited to attend.
A discussion on the power
structure at EKU will be held
in Combs 225 at 7 p.m. on
Monday, March 29. On
Tuesday, March 30,
Conscience vs Social and
Political Realities will be
discussed in Combs 225 at
7:30 p.rtli' PsycHology1: The
Manipulation of Minds will be
held at 7 p.m. on March 31 in
Combs 225. Thursday, April
1, in Combs 225, two
discussions will be held, one
on Self-Expression in the Arts
at 7:30 p.m. and at 8 p.m. in
Combs 228, one concerning
Indochina Ad Infinitum.
Alumni Dinner
The Greater Cincinnati
Chapter of the Eastern
Kentucky University Alumni
Association will hold a dinner
April 3 at the Rowntowner
Inn, off 1-75 at Buttermilk
Pike in Kentucky. The
program plans include Earle
Combs, EKU regent and
member of the BasebaU Hall
of Fame, plus the University
Ensemble, a vocal group.
Life Saving Offered
A course in. Senior Life
Saving will be offered
beginning April 2 and will run

WE'VE GOT
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to April 30. The class will
meet for three hours on
Friday afternoon from 2 to 5
p.m. in the Donald Combs
Natatorium in the Alumni
Coliseum. The course will be
non-credit and will cost
nothing. Completion of this
course will earn for the
student the Senior Life Saving
Certificate.
Applicants are asked to
write to Mr. David A. German,
Alumni Coliseum, with phone
number attached for contact
about the .first meeting:
Applicants must be in by
Friday, March 26.
Dance March 26
A dance for all Eastern
students will be held on
Friday, March 26, from 9 to
12 p.m. in the-Martin Hall
Cafeteria. "The Truckers" will
be featured and the admission
is 50 cents per person.
Film Festival
A national student film
competition and film festival,
in honor of silent film pioneer
D.W. Griffith, will be held at
the Unversity of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky on April
23-24, 1971. Mr. Griffith,
who directed some of the
greatest early film classics,
including Intolerance and
Birth of a Nation was a native
of Kentucky, and this festival
is a means for encouraging a
continuing tradition of
pioneering in the cinematic
arts.
The D.W. Griffith Student
Film Festival is open to
filmmakers from anywhere in
the United States. No
institutional affiliation is
necessary to enter any of the
five categories. A total of
$2,500 in prize money will go
to the winners. The money
was made available by
co-sponsor WAVE-TV.
Last year's judges included
Haskell Wexler (Director of
"Medium Cool"), Frederick
Wiseman (Director of "High
School", etc.) Richard
Schickel (Film Critic for Life
Magazine), and Pauline Kael
(New Yorker film critic). The
judges for the 1971 festival
will include personalities
involved in production,

reviewing, and teaching
cinema.
Additional copies of rules
for the competiton and entry
blanks are available by
contacting the D.W. Griffith
Student Film Festival, the
University of Louisville,
University College, Belknap
CAmpus, Louisville, Kentucky
40208. Deadline for entries is
April 15, 1971.
Bridge Lessons Offered
i
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A new class of Bridge
lessons is now being offered
every Monday night at 8 p.m.
in McGregor Hall's Date
Lounge. The instructor is
Mike Asher.
Pollution Seminar Here
Dr. Branley A. Branson,
professor of biology, will
participate in a clean water
seminar at Lexington April
2-3.
He will be a panel member
during the meeting sponsored
by Kentucky Environmental
Planning, an organization of
14 member societies. He will
speak on the problems and
opportunities of water from
the conservationist's
i Viewpoint.
Dr. Branson will present a
research repori April 23 to the
Southwestern Association of
Naturalists meeting at the
University of Arkansas. His
report will be on "The Slugs
of the Olympic Peninsula,
Washington." He will also
address the meeting on 'The
Olympic Peninsula: Outdoor
Laboratory."
Marriage Sex and Divorce
A panel discussion and
informal question and answer
session on "Marriage, Sex, and
Divorce" will be held for all
students Monday, March 29,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Blue
Room of the S.U.B. The panel
members will be Mrs.
Jeannette Crockett, Mr. Gene
Strange, Mrs. Robert Randall,
and Raymond Wesley, M.D.
Eastern students are urged to
attend this discussion.

HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome at...

WANT
•EM? COME IN AND SET
tAm • • • • • •

The Little House

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Ho«en«le Bfeid

200Vi SOUTH THIRD STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
I '
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Maffett Initiate
Circle K Week March 7-13
It was their week.
Governor Louie Nunn and
Mayor Wallace Maffett
proclaimed March 7-13 Circle
K Week and in recognition
Eastern's chapter sponsored a
dinner on March 11.
President Robert R. Martin
delivered the address and
called the organization "one
of the finest on campus,"
reminding them that the
generation gap must be

TOLLY

bridged from both sides.
Madison County, and a
Change, he said, was better project to place bulletin
"through evolution not boards around the campus for
revolution."
use by all EKU clubs.
During the 1970-71 school
According to. the club's
year, Circle K's services have president, Jimmy Brown,
included a blood drive for a senior political science major
hemophiliac, a $500 from Whitesburg, Circle K
contribution to the Century ■International wants
Club, plans to adopt a foster change-not a violent
child, a cleanup campaign in upheaval, but fostered by
two city parks, an Easter egg fellowship. The organization
hunt for the children of couples social involvement,
concern for the problems of
drug abuse, the communication gap, ecology,
disadvantaged youths, and
minority groups, with service
activities and constructive
involvement in the campus
community.
With a membership of over
11,000 young men, Circle K is
sponsored by" Kiwanis
International. Eastern's
chapter has SO members.

EASTERN
BY-PASS

NEXT TO
UNIVERSITY INI

Open 24 Hours Daily
W§ Nover-Never Clost

Diiing Room

WITCH
FOR Mil
WEEKLY
SPECIAL

i
i
i
i
i

EKU Granted Seven Fellowships
program in law enforcement,
nearly 80 inquiries from 28
states including Hawaii, were
received in relation to the
original 18 fellowships.
Originally designed to meet
a regional need in the
southeastern United States,
the program developed into a
much more far-reaching one
that includes representatives
from 11 states, ranging from
Virginia to Florida to
California to New York.
At the time of the graduate
proposal, no other institution
in southeastern United States
offered a master's degree in
criminal justice in this type of
program.
Founding, Philosophy
The graduate program was
founded on the basic
philosophy that criminal
justice problems can be solved
only by an improvement in
personnel.

SS System Closes Loopholes
The Selective Service
System has announced a new
policy that closes two
loopholes in draft regulations
used by draft resistors and at
the same time makes it easier
for young men to be inducted
in any part of the country,
regardless of the location of
their local draft boards.
A Presidential Executive
Order, published in the
Federal Register, authorizes
any called registrant to be
voluntarily inducted at any
Armed Forces Entrance and
Examining Station (AFEES),
provided that he reports to
the AFEES prior to his
scheduled date of induction,
and after he has received his
induction order, j
The new policy removes
the restriction that formerly
required "hardship" or "good
reason" to support a request
for transfer and eliminates the
administrative requirement for

COUMBVWIOC
TMfflTHl

a delay in induction for those
registrants who have moved to
new locations.
The new regulations further
provide that if the registrant
does not submit for induction
three or more days prior to his
scheduled date, he must
report on the date originally
indicated to the site specified
on his induction order. This
means that men who choose
to refuse induction will be
referred for prosecution in the
judicial districts which service
the areas of their local boards.
Implementing instructions to
local boards on the new
regulations will be issued
shortly, Selective Service
officials said.
'The result of this change
in regulations," remarked
Selective Service Director
Curtis W. Tarr, "is that men
requesting transfers in good
faith will not be denied this
opportunity-in fact, they will

I

i

016 TOLLY PLATTER
includes Doibie Deck Sandwich, Fries &
Slaw
$1.05 Value
fi_
FOR ONLY Oj

have their rights to transfer
broadened."
He continued, "On the
other hand, registrants who
seek transfers only for
purpose of delaying induction
or facing draft law violation
charges in a different
jurisdiction will find these
loopholes closed."

All of the Eastern
recipients plan to teach on the
college level in law
enforcement. Some plan later
to go into administrative or
supervisory positions while
others anticipate several years
of practical experience before
tackling the classroom
situation.
The majority of the
fellowship students have had
previous law enforcement
experience ranging from one
to 21 years in various
capacities. One served his
rookie year with the Berkeley,
California, Police Department,
another worked at a
reformatory with the
Kentucky Department of
Corrections, a third is on leave
from the" Utah Highway
Patrol, and still another
received previous training at
the Scotland Yard Detective
College in England.
Law Specializations

Aside from teacher
preparation, Eastern's
graduate program offers
specialization in police
administration, criminology
and corrections, and juvenile
delinquency.
The School of Law
Enforcement offers bachelor
of science and associate of arts
degrees in general law
enforcement, industrial
security, juvenile cases and
corrections.
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CHOCOLATES

for EASTER

WOW! 79
*1.14 value l£
Fabulous deal on a fabulous meal)
It's Lotts "Prize Package": Take a fresh
rye bun... toasted... pile on plenty
of tender ham sliced wafer thin; cap it with
a big, mellow slice of cheese... so
Swiss you can hear it yodel... and you
know what you've got? Lots of good
eating from Lotts—including a big helping
of golden french fries, and a generous
portion of old-fashioned cole slaw!
You expect lots from Lotts and you
get itl Come on inl

Academy Award Nominees

The
Great White Hope
Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander

828-021

gjfries&sbwl T^SSX I5

NOW

20th Century Fox Presents A Lawrence Turman Martin Ritt Production

J

rflftln with this coupon !«J
when you buy our

623- i

list Actor - James Earl Jonas
lost Actross - Jano Alaxander
I'm the champ
and I've got a
gold belt and a
white woman
to prove it.
That sticks in
your craw,
don't it?
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!
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Formulated In '69
The graduate program was
formulated and proposed in
1969 after consultation with
several leading authorities in
criminal justice education.
Eighteen of the graduate
students at EKU are
supported by fellowships
through USOE. Richard W.
Snarr, assistant professor in
the School of Law
Enforcement, is director of
the fellowships.
According to Snarr,
director of the graduate

Lew Prices

[THIS WEEK'S COUPON SPECIAL 1$ "J

823-9218

In Law Enforcement
degree in criminal justice.
Eastern is one of about 300
institutions of higher learning
in the United States offering
law enforcement programs
ranging from two-year
associate of arts to doctoral
degrees.
EKU is also one of some 25
colleges and universities in the
country offering graduate
programs in the broad area of
criminal justice.

Fist service

Carry-out

Breakfast Served Anytime

HOB.

Staff Photo by Marlanna ROM

Curb

Good Food

President delivers address, left,
and governor issues proclama •

Eastern has been granted
the only graduate fellowships
available in law enforcement
study for the 1971-72 school
year.
The United States Office of
Education (USOE) recently
Informed President Robert R.
Martin that Eastern will have
seven such fellowships.
Currently one of two
institutions in the nation
receiving federal funds for
training college teachers of
law enforcement, Eastern will
be the only shool with USOE
graduate fellowships in law
enforcement next fall.
Each fellow receives
$2,400 for the 12-month
period, with a $500 allowance
for each dependent.
Eastern's School of Law
Enforcement was initiated in
the spring of 1966 with 40
students. Its enrollment has
since grown to over 800
majors, and recently its
curriculum was expanded to
include a master of science

'

i

\
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Mitchell Deserves Better
Two weeks ago the all-conference players in the
OVC were released and once again we think that a
deserving player was left off the honor team that was
headed by Western's Jim McDaniels.
Eastern's hot shooting guard George Bryant was
also at the head of the elite, but sophomore forward
Charlie Mitchell of the Colonels was not included on
either the coaches or Courier-Journal's selections.
We feel that Mitchell was more deserving of the
honor than at least four of the ten players on the
team.
The all-conference team chosen by the coaches
included three from Western, two from Murray and
one each from Eastern, Morehead, Tennessee Tech,
Austin Peay, and Middle Tennessee. East Tennessee
failed to place a player on the team.
Besides McDaniels and Bryant, center Jim Day of
Morehead, Forward Jerry Dunn of Western, forward
Larry Noble of Austin Peay, guard Wayne Pack of
Tennessee Tech, forward Ken Riley of Middle, guard
Jim Rose of Western and guards Les Taylor and
Jimmy Young of Murray were chosen.
Mitchell joined Eastern's senior center Carl
Greenfield as honorable mentions. 'Mitch' got off to a
slow start, but was largely responsible for the late
season win streak that the Colonels enjoyed. It was
Mitchell that helped take some of the pressure off
Bryant and made Eastern a more explosive unit in the
last ten games of 70-71.
In fact the 6-3 jumping expert from Louisville
averaged over 20 points in the Colonels' last six games
of the year.
An even greater injustice was the fact that the C-J
named Murray's Taylor as the sophomore-of-the-year
in the OVC. Admittedly Taylor was better than most
sophs, but so was Mitchell. Taylor and Mitchell each
had around the same average of 16.0, but the Racers*
soph did most of his damage early when Murray was
playing non-conference opponents. Charlie turned on
the burners when the going to important during the
last half of the season as the conference race got
interesting.
\ ^
He proved his value against OVC opposition and
we believe that is really what counts. It's the
conference that is important for the team and when a
player performs well against OVC opposition then he
is helping his squad. Mitchell was definitely a help to
Eastern.

Baseball Team Warms Up
With Three Straight Wins
*

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Reporter
The weather was cold, but
Eastern's baseball squad was
hot last Monday and Tuesday
as they opened the new season
with a three game winning
streak. Monday, the Colonels
swept a doubleheader from
Ohio Northern University by
scores of 11-0 and 4-3, and
Tuesday afternoon they held
off a late University of
Louisville rally to whip the
Cardinals, 11-7.
Carl Shay, Eastern's senior
lefthander, fired a three hit
shutout in the first
doubleheader game, collecting
seven strikeouts. The issue was
never in doubt as the Colonels
piled up a 10-0 lead after four
innings of the 7 inning
contest. Six of those runs
came in a fourth inning
barrage which was highlighted
by a three run homer by right
fielder Larry Kaelin.
Eastern started its scoring
with two runs in the second
inning on singles by Craig
Milburn and Tim Jones, two
wild pitches, and a fielder's
choice. They added two more
in the third on singles by Dave
Staten and Roger Roberts and
two errors.
Big 4th Inning
In the big fourth seven
Colonels in a row reached
base. Singles by Dave Theiler
and Shay, an error, and
another single by Buzz Ashby
accounted for three runs, and
walks to Roberts and Charlie

Bid we 11 preceded Kaelin's
blast over the right center
field fence.
The Colonels tacked on
another run in the sixth on
Ashby's double and Bidwell's
single. For the game they
smashed 12 hits off Ohio
Northern pitchers, of whom
Jerry Bergman, the starter,
took the loss.
The second game was a
hard fought battle which saw
the Colonels stave off several
Northern rallies to preserve
the victory. John Combs, a
senior righthander, was the
starting and winning pitcher.
Jump In Front
In the bottom of the third
Eastern jumped out to a two
run lead on a double by
Ashby, a walk to Bidwell, and
a long double to left center by
Kaelin. Northern quickly tied
it in the fourth on a two out
bases loaded single by pitcher
Ed Butler which barely eluded
shortstop Ashby's glove and
trickled into center field.
Northern loaded the bases
in the fifth but failed to score,
and in the bottom of that
inning the Colonels went
ahead for good as Staten
walked, Ashby singled, and
Bidwell produced a run with a
sacrifice fly. Ashby scored on
an error and Eastern led, 4-2.
In the sixth Northern
countered with one run and in
the seventh they threatened
by loading the bases again.
However, some excellent relief
pitching work by Billy Wells

Continued on page 8

ARVIN Transistor Radio
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Fishing Tackle

Fishing & Hunting Licenses
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Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

Go at out for Burger Queen
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IT WAS A LONG day for Ohio Northern as Colonel first
baseman Tim Jones scores on a wild pitch. ON's picture covers
the plate as Jones crosses. The Colonels took both games of
the twin bill on Monday and then downed Louisville 11-7 on
the following day. Eastern hosts Tennessee Tech on Saturday
in a double header at 1 p.m.

CALL

THE
PERSONAL
TOUCH

623-6161

Souse of
After

Once again a big inning was
the key as the Colonels
erupted for six runs in the
third on five singles and two U
of L errors. Craig Milburn
provided the key blow with a
two run single, and pitcher
Schleigh had an RBI single.
In the bottom of the
fourth the Colonels got three
more on a bases loaded walk
to Schleigh (who had two
RBIs) and a two run single by
Staten, who led the offensive
barrage for Eastern with three
hits.
Eastern opens the
conference schedule this
Saturday afternoon with a
doubleheader here against
Tennessee Tech.

Staff Photo By Marianne ROM

J

LARRY KAELIN CONNECTS on this
swing for a homerun in the fourth inning of
Eastern's opener with Ohio Northern. The
three run homer was all Eastern needed as

the Colonels went on to take the first game
of the win-bill 10-0. Eastern also won the
second game 4-3 with a top relief job by
Billy Wells keying the victory.

Combs Named 'Master Coach'
Eastern swimming coach
Donald Combs has been
recently recognized as a
"Master Coach" by the
College Swimming Coaches
Association of America.
The CSCAA has awarded
15, 15 and 40-year service
awards for some years, but
these merely recognize
membership in the
Association. The "Master
Coach" award was established
this year to recognize
outstanding achievements by
member coaches.
To qualify as a candidate
for this honor a member must
be in good standing of the
CSCAA for a period of ten
years as either a freshman,

OKNY Wins
Championship

SPECIAL

Bank American!

ended the rally and preserved
the sweep.
Eastern pounded out 11
hits to Louisville's 8 in the
Tuesday slugfest played in 35
degree weather and a chilling
wind. Colonel lefty Craig
Schleigh, the winning pitcher,
breezed through the first six
innings as EKU built up a 10-1
lead.
Erupt In Third

assistant or varsity college or
university coach of swimming,
diving or water polo and must
satisfy a set of criteria during
this period.
Combs-coached Eastern
teams have dominated the
Kentucky swimming scene
since the popular coach took
over in ,1963. This year
marked the ninth consecutive
campaign that the Eels have
captured the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving Championship.

Rick Murphy (200-yd.
butterfly) and sophomore
Scott Gallant (one-meter
diving).
There is no letup in sight
for Eastern opponents. Only
two swimmers, co-captains

Jay Chanley and Pete Reed,
will be lost through
graduation.
j
So, the "Master Coachj'
should have a sound base from
which to build his 10th KISC
winner.

This past season also saw
Combs pick up his 100th
victory as head coach of
Eastern's "Electrifying Eels"
against only 19 losses. That's a
winning percentage of .840.
In 1967 Combs received^
"the happiest moment of mjf
coaching career" when his
team managed a tenth place
finish in the National
Collegiate Ath letic
Association College Division
championships.

O.K.N.Y. intramural club
has won the University
volleyball championship over
Sigma Chi fraternity by
winning the last two games in
a best of three contest. The
Outstanding individual
final score was 15-13 in a
game that "went down to the swimmers have not been rare
either for Combs' Eels as
wire."
Wayne Jennings, director attested by the 28 that have
of men's intramurals, earned All-American
announced that intramural certificates.
swimming championships have
Combs had three to qualify
been rescheduled from this
for
the NCAA Championships
month to the fifth and eighth
at
Ames,
la., this weekend.
of next month. The change is
They
were
freshmen Kevin
due to a conflict with the
Miles
(200-yd.
freestyle) and
Catalina Club's performance.
In other sports, Jennings
said that track entries will
close tomorrow (Friday). The
irttuuual office is having
difficulty finding fields for
softball but things should be
worked out soon.
The coed volleyball is an
"overwhelming success"
Jennings said. Over 22 teams
have entered and are "loving
it."

Staff Photo

EASTERN SWIMMING COACH Donald Combs has been
recognized as a "Master Coach" by the College Swimming
Coaches Association of America. Comb's team just recently
won it's ninth consecutive Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming
and Diving Championship.
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EKU Gymnastics Team
Finishes Second In Ky.
The Eastern Kentucky
' University men's gymnastics
team took second place in the
Kentucky State Intercollegiate
Gymnastics Championships
held at Georgetown College
before the break. Team
members who competed in
this meet for EKU were Bill
England, Don Paulin, Kim

Charleston, Steve Johnson,
and Bob Wolf.
Other teams competing
along with Eastern included
Murray State University,
Georgetown College, and the
University of Kentucky, the
winning team in the meet.
Bill England and Don
Paulin placed second and third

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Composite Spring Sports Schedule
Date
Mu.26
Mar. 27

'
:

Mai.29
Mat. 30
Mar. 31

I

Apt 2

• P

Apr. 3

Event
Track
Baseball
Golf
Tea*
Tennis
rennis
Baseball
Golf

Opponent
Florida Relays
Tens. Tech (2)
Louisville
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Tennessee
Morehead (2)
Northwood Mich.
and Centre
Western (2)
Furman Invitational
Western, Louisville
and Kentucky
Kentucky Relays
Western (2)
Furman Invitational
Kentucky Relays
Western, Louisville
and Kentucky

Baseball
Golf
Tennis
Track
Baseball
Golf
Track
Tennis

•Gainesville, Fla.
+Danville, Ky.
t Lexington, Ky.

•Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
+Away
Away
Away
fAway
fAway
Away
Away
fAway
fAway

respectively in the all-around
event with 33 and 26 points.
England took first place in the
long horse vaulting event
making him the Kentucky
State Champion for the event
Other individual places in each
event are for England, second
place, floor exercise,
horizontal bar, and parallel
bars, and third place in the
side horse event.
Don Paulin finished second
in still rings and fourth in
floor exercise. Kim Charleston
finished in third place in the
horizontal bar and parallel bar
events.
Coach Gene Gilbert
commented that "considering
the fact that we had but five
men participating in the meet,
I feel we did a commendable
job. Next year should prove to
be a very successful year since
hone of these men graduate
and they will have another
year of experience behind
them."
The final score of the
meet: U.K.-93.3, EKU-84.35,
Georgetown Colkge-52.38,
Murray State University16.85.

Tennis Squad
Has Bad Trip
BY RAY WALKER
Progress Sports Reporter
A seven day road trek
through the southern part of
the
country proved
disaster i) us for Eastern's
tennis team as they returned
with a number of injuries and
a 1-6 record.
The spring break trip saw
Eastern losing to Furman 5-4,
Win Gate 8-1, Wake Forest
7-2, Presbyterian 9-0, South
Carolina 5-4, and Georgia 9-0.
The lone victory was over
Citadel 7-2.
Dr. Jack Adams, coach ot
the squad, thought that having
seven matches in seven days
was a "real physical test on all
the boys." However he said
the boys learned a lot and
should improve because of the
trip.

EASTERN SENIOR Carl Greenfield (54)
displays his defensive technique in a game
against Middle Tennessee. Greenfield, who
started for the Colonels for three seasons,
was selected
to play in the
Kentucky-Tennessee All-Star game in

Staff Photo By Thomas Owalne Rlddell
Louisville on Sunday. He also joins several
top seniors in the South on a team that will
compete in the National AAU tourney to be
played at Laurel County High School in
London starting tomorrow.

Three of the teams on the
schedule are considered
national powerhouses for
tennis. Georgia, a 9-0 winner
over EKU, is selected to win
the Southeastern Conference
championship, Presbyterian, a
9-0 winner also, has

been picked to capture NA1A
title, and Win Gate, a 8-1
winner, is the defending
National Junior College
Tournament champion. Had it
not been for the injuries
Coach Adams thought we
"should have beaten Wake
Forest, Furman. and South
Carolina.
Adams mentioned John
Bohuslav, Greg Stephenson,
and Paul Ballard for their
exceptional performance.
Ballard also played on a hurt
wrist during the meets and it
is now much worse.
The doubles showed signs
of "being real good although
we
played
various
combinations because of
injuries," Adams noted.
The next foe for Eastern is
University of Cincinnati next
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. on the
Alumni Coliseum courts.
Monday, Eastern travels to
Cincinnati for a match with
UC. Tuesday the squad
invades the University of
Tennessee.

8HW9K

England Credits
Success To Hard Work
BY DOUG VANCE
Progress Sports Reporter
Memo to those who plan to
Renter the Weaver Health
Building. Be on the lookout
for a hard working termite.
Don't even bother to call
Orkin, even they couldn't stop
this one.
The busy termite is
probably Eastern's top
.-gymnast and is otherwise
known as Bill England. And
for what reason do they call
'"him the "Weaver termite?"
"I got' that name my
•freshman year here,"- said
^England, "because I spent so
'much time working out in
Weaver that people claimed I
lived in the woodwork."
England is quite a worker.
In the sport, which is not as
familiar as football or
basketball, a great deal of
' practice is required.
"I spend 2'/2 hours a day,
• Monday through Friday
;-during the school year," he
noted. "In fact it took me two
years to learn how to do the
l splits."
The fact that England is
able to compete in college
athletics is quite an
accomplishment in itself. He
.received a severe blow early in
.his gymnastic career.
"I was working on the
Jughbar and let go at the
wrong time and found myself
all over the floor with a broken
•aieck. I had just completed my
junior year in high school."
The fall set England back
;<|uite a bit as far as
Gymnastics goes.
'The injury kept me out
jjjjfor about a year and I was still
^getting my strength back

I

sV*

1I
■:

when I came here. I lost
complete use of my right arm
because ot it. I'm still a little
scared of the highbar, but not
as much as I was."
The friendly recreation
major gives credit to his
church for his start in
Gymnastics.
"I got started through my
church back home. Through a
man named Russell Bennett,
he was my preacher. He came
to visit my home one day and
happened to see me working
out in the basement. He
decided I had talent." He
added, "He got the church to

give-W^r fufl'*61fewye»
scholarship to the YMCA."
England is very versatile.
He says he is comfortable on
all apparatuses and enjoys all
that are available to workout
on. His size (5-5 Yi) has been
more of a help' than a
hinderance during his career.
"Gymnastics is a little
man's sport. My size helps
somewhat, although I lack
strength. I'm just kind of
well-balanced in the height
that I am."
England also helps coach
the girls Gymnastic team in
addition to his work at the
Fir»t Baptist Crunch, where he
helps interpret for the deaf.
He is also quite busy in,
his Recreation major, in which
he carries an overall 3.66
average for three years.
England claims he has set
just one goal for himself.
"I would just like to be the
best gymnast this school has
ever seen."
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Western Plays Tonight

USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN
BANKAMERICARD- MASTER CHARGE
SHOPPER'S CHAR6E

Continued from page 6

The Courier-Journal also picked an all-conference
freshman team. And one player who should be a
shoo-in, Eastern's Robert Brooks, of course, was not
selected. It is hard to imagine how Brooks could have
been overlooked. He led Eastern to a 16-6 record as
he averaged 23.5 points a game and 15.4 rebounds.
It's a joke. There are not five better freshmen in
the OVC than Brooks.
Congratulations Western
Eastern's arch-rival Western has done themselves
and the entire conference proud by their showing in
the Mideast Regionals in Athens, Georgia last week.
The Hilltoppers captured the title by downing
Jacksonville for the second time this season to make
it to Athens and then stomped Kentucky 107-83 and
came from behind to beat Ohio State 81-78 in
overtime.
Western will meet Villanova, with its Ail-American
Howard Porter, tonight in a regionally televised game
in the semi-finals of the NCAA tournament in
Houston's Astrodome. Game time is 7 p.m.

Golfers
The University of Louisville will be in Richmond Saturday
to open up Eastern's golf schedule. This unidentified golfer is
shown practicing for the match which will be held at
Arlington, Eastern's home course. The starting time is 9 a.m.
and spectators are welcome.

Track Team Returns
From Southern Trip

GERR Y SCARINGINEARS FINISH OF 440 RELA Y

Eastern's track team
returned last weekend from a
trip through South Carolina
where they competed against
Baptist College and were in
the Furman Relays.
Dave Stebing highlighted
the trip as he set a new school
indoor record in the shot put
with a toss of 5 3 feet-8 inches.
He had earlier set the mark at
Ball State with a 52'1" throw.
Stebing then set a new
outdoor record four days later
as he broke his old mark of
50'1" by heaving one 53'4'A".
In the Baptist meet, which
saw Eastern pile up a total of
53 points to Baptist's 91,
Eastern's 440 relay team of
Gerry Scaringi, Keith
Bertrand, Tom Cahill, and
Hrubala took a first with a
time of 42.9.

Past Basketball Season
Leaves Many Memories
BY DOUG VANCE
Progress Sports Reporter

against Howard Payne.
Leave Exciting Thoughts

Just as old soldiers...
basketball seasons never
dic.they just fade away. This
phrase is definitely true when
one sets down to reminisce
about the 1970-71 roundball
version of the Eastern
Colonels. They left a number
of fading memories which, at
the time, brought forth a few
extra heartbeats from those
who saw them play. Memories
like
Having nationally
ranked Kansas down 40-32 at
halftime.
—Jumping ahead of West
Coast power Weber State
40-38 in the Evansville
Tournament.
—George Bryant pumping
in 44 points against Virginia
Tech.
-—-Charlie "Cool Hand
Luke" Mitchell making an
unbelievable steal on an
inbound pass and sinking two
free throws which were
decisive in EKU downing
Murray 82-81.
The Colonels taking
Western into overtime in what
many observed "as the game
that had everything"
Big Carl Greenfield
ripping down 21 rebounds
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HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

Zip

KENT STATE

April 2-Friday
THE KREMLIN LETTER
Bibi Anderson, Richard Boone,
Nigel Green, Dean Jagger
John Houston's story of a Secret
American Espionage Mission to
Moscow.

WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY

All Programs

Phone

quite a fight. It took a 20 toot
shot in overtime from Danny
Johnson in the last seconds
which gave Western the win.
Two more wins were on tab
for the Colonels but for all
practical.purposes the Western
game marked the end of the)
season.
Statistically speaking,
George Bryant led the league
in free throw percentage with
an 85.2 average. He was
second in scoring with an
average of 24.7. Carl
Greenfield was fourth in
rebounding, pulling down 12 a
game. Charlie Mitchell was the
leading sophomore scorer in
the loop as he hit for 16.6
points a contest. He had a
persona] high of 33 points
against Tennessee Tech.

March 26 & 27
Friday and Saturday
SAND PEBBLES «'■>')
Steve McQueen, Richard Attenborough, Candice Bergen,
Richard Crenna
••••
March 30 A 31
Tuesday and Wednesday
BUTCH C ASSIDY AND THE
SUNDANCE KIDD (GP)
Paul Newman, Robert Redford,
Katherine Roes

Selected Short Subjects

Address

The Colonels did leave
their fans with a number of
exciting thoughts, but its
doubtful that many of them
will be remembered when the
old folk get together a*d
discuss their years at EKU.
Instead, people will just talk
about....the way George
Bryant could shoot..the hustle
of Billy Burton....the moves of
Charlie Mitchell...the way Carl
Greenfield would out muscle
people on the boards....Daryl
Dunagan doing an outstanding
defensive job on someone...or
the way Charlie Elza would
put forth all he had to steal a
pass.
It was a team of
personalities which left those
who followed the Colonel
fortunes throughout the year,
a knowledge of what to
expect from each individual
player. These players formed
quite a team. And despite the
fact they failed to win a
league championship, they did
manage to put the final
outcome in question until the
very last week.
The season opened up on a
winning note, as the Colonels
downed Berea 111-77 in
Alumni Coliseum. From there
the team ventured to
Lawrence, Kansas to face the
Jayhawks from the University
of Kansas.
Eastern, despite having a
size disadvantage, outplayed

the strong Kansas team and
lead at halftime. But
inexperience played a
handicap for the Colonels as
they had only one senior in
the starting lineup. The result
was a Kansas victory 79-65.
Kansas went undefeated the.
rest of the season and will
represent the Midwest in the
NCAA championship tonight.'
Two Games Standout
There were two games
during that conference battle
that standout over the rest.
The first one took place at
Murray. It was a well known
fact that beating Murray at
home was next to impossible.
Even Western fell to the
Racers at Murray.
The Colonels jumped out
to an early lead and held on as
halftime came. The second
half saw Murray get hot as
they battled back and tied the
Colonels wih only a few
minutes remaining. With only
seconds left to go in the game
and Eastern on top by one,
Murray had possession of the
ball at mid-court. The Racers
brought the ball in-bounds but
a sudden steal from Charlie
Mitchell gave Eastern the ball.
Mitchell was fouled and he
calmly sank two free-throws
which gave EKU a win.
The other game which will
be remembered is the Western
game. It was a game beyond
description. With one of the
most enthusiastic crowds ever
to witness a Colonels' game.
Eastern gave the Hilltoppers

Other first place finishes
for the thinclads were in the
880 relay, the 220 yard run,
the 3 mile run, and the mile
relay team.
In the 880 Merwyn Lewis
had a time of 1:54.7. Bertrand
took the 220 with a clocking
of 22.3.
Eastern's All-American Ken
Silvious captured the 3 mile
run as he finished ahead of the
pack with a time of 14.47.
The mile relay team of
Jim Sebree, Bertrand, Cahill,
and Lewis had a good time of
3:20.
Freshman Charles Dawson
finished second long and triple
jumps with leaps of 20'3" and
40'3" respectively. Coach
E.G. Plummer said that
Dawson did not do as well as
expected because of a pulled
muscle.
Steiter finished second in
the pole vault with a vault of
13 feet. Scaringi took the '
100 yard dash while Hrubala
finished third. Scaringi had a
timing of 10.1 while Hrubala
was a close third with 10.2.
In the discus competition
Eastern's Van Slyke took
second with a throw of
161' 11". Stebing was third
with a mark of 147 feet.
Eastern had no entries in
the high, intermediate, hurdles
and the high jump.
Coach Plummer said that
the weather was unfavorable
because of the wind and the
chill.
In the Furman relays
Eastern was third in the sprint
medley with a clocking of
2:31. The team is composed
of Hrubala, Scaringi, Bertrand,
and Lewis. Stebing was third
in the shot put.
The track team has it's
next meet in the Florida
Relays Friday and Saturday.

Ticket Office Opens 7:00 pan.
Show Starts 7:30 p.m.
Admission 75 cents Children
(under 12) 50 cents

Pulitzer-prize winner,
James Michener, recreates
the tragedy at Kent. In an
eye-opening book condensation he reveals, step by
step, the events that led to
the fatal shootings. It is all
here, including the surpris-

ing reactions from adults
and students across the
country, and Michener's
advice about handling the
division between American
lifestyles. One of 38 articles
and features in the April
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Young Demos Hear Speaker
In spite of the substitutes
for its publicized speakers,
and the competition with the
5th . Dimension, the EKU
Collegiate Democrats Club
held a debate between two
supporters oi cne party's
respective candidates for
Governor of Kentucky.
Speaking in behalf of Lt.
Governor Wendell Ford was
% Robert Spurlin, an EKU
graduate and Richmond
attorney, who served as a
stand-in for State Senator Dee
♦Huddleston. Fayette County
Judge Robert Stephens spoke
in place of State Senator C.
Gibson Downing, who was

Staff Photo by Sam Lynn
behalf of former Gov. Bert T. Combs.
Spurlin, a local attorney, represented Lt.
Gov. Wendell Ford.

STAND-IN SPEAKERS at a recent debate
sponsored by Collegiate Democrats were
Robert Stevens, left, and Robert Spurlin.
Stephens, Fayette County Judge, spoke in

EKU To Hold Workshops
Twenty-nine workshops
and institutes at Eastern
Kentucky University this
summer will provide work and
study for people who wish to
keep their knowledge and
skills up to date.
The first workshop-in
current accounting problems
held April 19-May 1 will be a
review course designed to
prepare a candidate for part of
the CPA examination.
Another workshop in
accounting for hospital office
employees will be held May
24-28.
Most of the workshops will

begin in mid-June or
thereafter. They will include a
wide range, of subjects, from
the accounting courses to
ornamental horticulture,
training for security officers
from colleges and universities,
and the teaching of
gymnastics. Many of these
workshops will offer credit
toward a degree.
A creative writing
conference for prospective
authors will feature novelist
Harriet Arnow, author of The
Dollmaker and Seedtime in
the Cumberiands.
Eleven workshops will deal

Majorette Auditions
Set For Saturday
Auditions will be held here
this Saturday, March 27, for
the Majorette Corps of the
EKU Marching Maroons.
Robert W. Hartwell,
director of marching and
symphonic bands, said the
competition for the 1971
Majorette Corps is open to all
girls now enrolled at Eastern
and to high school senior girls
graduating this year.
The Marching Maroons
band includes eight
majorettes, with featured
baton twirlers and a drum
major who perform at major
sports events at Eastern.
Each applicant for
majorette is to be prepared to
execute a short twirling and a
short marching routine before
a panel of judges, Hartwell
said.
He advised that each
applicant bring her own
recording for twirling and
marching. All applicants will

be taught a routine together
so that judges may observe
their ability to work in a large
group and to learn routines,
quickly. Each one will also be
required., lew .demonstrate. Jt .
number of specified twirls.

with education and will be
primarily for teachers (three
in agriculture, four in
industrial education, and two
in English). Other workshops
will be in physics, political
science, geography, biological
science, physical education,
and school and public health.
Persons may enroll for the
workshops during regular
summer enrollment at Eastern
or on the first day of a
workshop.
Persons wishing a complete
list of the workshops and
information on requirements
and enrollment should contact
Dr. LaRue Cocanougher, Dean
of Continuing Education at
Eastern.
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scheduled to speak for former
Governor Bert T. Combs.
Mr. Spurlin, who has served
as an administrative assistant
to Ford during part of his
term as Lt. Governor, read a
speech of Ford's.
In the speech Ford said
that today's young generation
not only has an interest in the
state's problems, but a "sense
of urgency" regarding
answers. Reading in first
person for Ford, Spurlin said,
"I (Ford) visit the campuses
to learn the stands and
convictions of students and
faculty."
In the speech, Ford had

Yearbook Staff
To Proof Book
The beauty section will
also be different this year. The
beauties were previously
chosen at random, but this
year the section will consist of
Queen Athena and the
Homecoming Queen and her
court.
April 28 is the scheduled
The Milestone will have the
date that the Milestone will
same honor coverage. The
arrive on Eastern's campus.
book will contain features
The times of distribution will
which have never appeared in
be announced later.
previous editions. A higher
quality of paper stock will be
There will be 616 pages in
used, but the cost will remain
this year's book-ten more
the same as last year—$7.50.
than in last year's. It includes
Although each yearbook costs
more than 80 color pictures.. $9.50 to publish, the cost is
lowered by the space
The intra-mural section has purchased by organizations,
added more pages to cover by picture sales and by the
women's sports. The academic sale of the plastic yearbook
section will feature more covers.
pictures of students in a
Students who were not
classroom situation (This
here the first semester must
section was lengthened
because of more academic pay an additional $3.75 to
obtain a Milestone.
programs).
Next week four Milestone
editors will go to Charlotte,
North Carolina, to proofread
the final copy of this year's
Milestone which is being
published by the Delmar
Printing Company.

Spring peasantry
Long on fashjon.
Short on price.
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also pointed out that there are during Combs' first term as
815,000 eligible voters in Governor.
Kentucky under 35 years of
Ford said that the voters
age. He expressed concern can be sure that he will not
about these voters and other seek the governorship "eight
young people's losing faith in years from now or twelve
their government. Ford feels years from now asking you to
that we must, "restore trust give me another opportunity
through good performance." on the basis of promises I
Spurlin's presentation also
conveniently forgot when I
included Ford's noting that was Governor."
campaign workers consist
Judge Stephens, stated that
of many young people. Ford it .was critical for the
said, "I will depend on people democrats to win the
in my administration not Governorship in November, as
because they are young or old, well as winning in the 1972
but because they produce."
elections.
Ford made efforts at the
Stephens, who served as a
1968 National Democratic law clerk in Combs' office
Convention to see that a when he served as federal
young people's representative Circuit judge, spoke of
is elected to serve in each .Combs' intelligence and
precinct. His efforts had been record as Governor from 1959
possible in Kentucky, but
to 1963. Stephens said that he
his nation-wiae enort, personally was "one of many"
co-sponsored by Indiana who urged Combs to seek
Senator Birch Bayh, fell short another term as Governor.
in Chicago. He vows to return
Among
Combs'
with his proposal in 1972.
accomplishments, according
In Ford's'speech, numerous to Stephens, were the creation
references were made to of 2500 new industrial jobs,
promises of former Governor the floral clock, 17 new
Bert T. Combs, which Ford airports, Spindletop Research
alleges are identical to Center, Kentucky Educational
promises made by Combs in TV and the Western Kentucky
1959, and were not kept Parkway.

Stephens also mentioned
the trippling of the budget of
the department of mental
health during the term of
Combs. Combs also put
$20,000,000 into Kentucky's
park system creating 15.000
new acres of state parks. 100
new book mobiles, especially
for the more remote areas of
the state, were put into use.
Stephens also reminded the
audience of Combs' pledge to
education. Stephens noted
that the debate was taking
place in the Bert Combs
building which Stephens
indicated as just one of the
many tributes to Combs for
his strides taken in education.
Citing the Jospeh P.
Kennedy award for service in
mental retardation and the
award of the Kentucky
Society of Conservation as
two testimonies to the record
of the former Governor,
Stephens mentioned Combs'
proposed severance tax on all
minerals extracted from the
state.
In closing, Stephens said
that Combs is "most certainly
a man of proof and not
promises.
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Hartwell said that girls
wishing to be EKU majorettes
should apply to him in the
music department in person or
by telephone.

Apply Now
The deadline for student
teaching applications for fall
semester was March 12, 1971.
Any student intending to
enroll for student teaching
must complete the application
forms. This should be done as
soon as possible. The forms
are now available in Room
418, Combs Building.

ONE HH. til AN EH S
CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
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'71 Grads Meet
Health Officials

Schlev Cox Holds
Photography Exhibit
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
News Editor
"Having a show is one way
of finishing what I've already
done and now I can start fresh
with something new; and
then, I guess it's also an ego
trip," said Schley Cox,
University Photographer, who
is now having an exhibition
and sale of his photography in
Louisville.
The showing is being held
April 17, in the Studio Gallery
of The Gait House at 131
West Main Street, where 32
prints, both black and white
and color, are being displayed
and sold.
Cox says that about five or
six have been sold and he
would like to sell them all,
however, he continued,
"photographers don't make a
profit by selling their prints t<£
collectors, the large profit is in
selling them to advertising
agencies."
'The photographs aren't
labeled," Cox said, "because
I'd have to use such obvious
titles; and neither did I
include such data as the type
of camera; no one could
duplicate the pictures exactly
with all of the information."
A philosophy major at the
University of Kentucky, Cox
was graduated in 1968 and
had planned to attend law
school at UK after being
accepted. However, after
another offer from the
University to be the yearbook
photographer his plans were
changed.
SO Rolls Shot
Cox had never planned to
be
a
professional
photographer but was
interested as an amateur. He
shot about 50 rolls of film in a
year of different people and
places.
"I took my first class in
photojournalism my senior
year at the University. I

probably spent $180 on film
that semester," Cox said.
'This is when I learned to
develop my own film."
Until last fall Cox
free-lanced for an advertising
agency in Lexington, Creative
Arts, Inc. He also free-lanced
for the Courier Journal..
In January 1969, he
became the assistant to his
photography professor at UK
and in the fall of 1969 he held
a full time job teaching that
course. He then obtained his
present position at Eastern as
the University photographer.
. Enjoys Classroom
"I really enjoy a classroom
situation the best," says Cox,
"this is sort of like a
classroom situation (referring
to the present position)
because I have four or five
students whom I work with
on a one to one basis. It's a
nice way to learn and to
teach."
"Get close to your subject
physically, emotionally, and
intellectually" is his first
suggestion to young
photographers. "The
photographer must make the
important decision of at what
instant to take the picture; in
order to make this decision
wisely, he must know that
subject."
"I don't like to see
photography change things,
such as having people reacting
to a camera. There are a few
pictures in the show like this."
He described his favorite
picture as a color photograph)
of Alex Soteriou, editor of the
"It was an overcast day and
everything in the picture
worked together just right. The
color is very unique and if I
sell this one I will first make a
point of it trying to duplicate
the colors exactly.
"One of my favorite
assignments this year was a
day with a fourth grade class
at Model School," he said. "I
went in and just observed for

about 20 to 30 minutes; once
I was in tune with it I began
taking pictures."
Cox felt that most people
would have gone into the
classroom and taken a few
pictures without first
understanding their subject.
'These aren't momentous
pictures but it was an
everyday important
occurance. Times have
changed since these children's
parents were in the fourth
grade. Through these pictures
I feel that parents can get a
good idea of what is
happening in the classroom
today."

Poet's Works
Published
Estill Pollock, a junior
English major from Richmond
is among the nation's
collegiate poets whose work
appears in the fifth and final
issue of Alkahest: American
,College Poetry, published this
i month by Wasleyan University
Press of Middletown,
Connecticut.
Pollock's poem is entitled
"Still Life."
Inaugurated in the spring
of 1968, Alkahest has been a
semi-annual publication
designed to be a vehicle for
the best undergraduate poetry
being written in American
colleges and universities. It
favors no region, no clique, no
"school" or style of poetry,
holding excellence as its single
standard of acceptance. From
the beginning then, Alkahest
has been altogether an
undergraduate publication.
For this issue 2728 poems
were submitted by 767 poets.
From these, 33 poems by 31
poets from 28 institutions
across the United States were
selected for publication.
Copies are available at
booksellers and college stores.

"GET CLOSE TO YOUR SUBJECT
Physically, Emotionally, and Intellectually,"
advises Schley Cox, University
photographer, to interested shutterbugs. Cox

Staff Photo by Sctitey Cox
enjoys working in the "classroom type
situation" he has established at Eastern with
his student photographers, giving each
individual instruction.

443 Seniors Assigned

Student Teaching Underway
The ten-week period of
student teaching is now in full
swing for 443 seniors assigned
to school systems throughout
Kentucky by EKUs College
of Education. 178 are
teaching in elementary schools
and 265 are in secondary
schools.
Physical education has the
greatest number (57) of
student teachers in the
secondary schools; the social

sciences (history, political
science, sociology) have 56.
Others include art, 19;
English, 29; foreign languages,
15.
The total includes 37
students gaining experience in
kindergarten, library science,
special education, manual arts
therapy, and corrective
therapy.
Preparation for student
teaching includes six weeks of

class work in professional
methods and fundamentals of
teaching technique. The
student teachers also have
observed classes at Eastern's
Model Laboratory School, in
person and on closed-circuit
television.
Some 65 per cent of
Eastern's more than 19,000
graduates are employed in the
teaching profession.

Officials of hospitals,
nursing homes, health
departments and voluntary
health agencies in eastern and
central Kentucky are visiting
Eastern today for talks with
1971 health study graduates
seeking employment.
Eastern will graduate 119
students with degrees in
health studies this spring,
according to Thomas F.
Connelly, Jr., coordinator of
allied health programs.

could fill positions as nurses,
medical record technicians,
food service technologists,
dietitians, therapeutic
recreation workers, hospital
and
nursing home
accountants, employees in
health business administration, environmental
sanitarians, community and
school health educators,
speech pathologists, and
audiologists.

''Inviting these
representatives of health
institutions and agencies to
the campus is an experiment,"
he said. 'This type of
employer usually does not
come to a university seeking
graduates.
Manpower Shortage

Stahr Speaks
Continued from page I

the fabric of the web of life, it • l
can produce effects felt
sooner or later around the j
world."
To those who deride the :
conservationist's
concert for:
"The shortage of health
the
decrease
in
the
alligator ■
manpower is one of the most
population,
Stahr
said
that £
critical situations in the
"man
can
kill
them
all
but
'country today," Connelly
cannot
create
a
single
pair
ofj:'
said. "Eastern is doing its part
them
to
start
the
into alleviate the situation."
over...unless
you
can
prove
This spring Eastern will
make available to the health that killing them all won't da:
profession 68 graduates with any harm, we'd better protect!
associate of arts (two-year) them."
Stahr said he would have j
degrees-62 in nursing and
the
costs of cleaning up thethree each in medical records
environment
he borne by the.:
and in food service
consumers
of industry's,
technology, according to
products.
He
recommended
Connelly.
that,
standards
be set by law
The medical records
to
torce
"the
bad
guys" to:
program, he said, is the only
clean up their pollution also,
one of its kind in the state,
and the food service program so that "the good guys" who
do clean up and raise the cost
is one of only two in the state. of their products accordingly
Degree Breakdown
can meet the competition."
.
"Maybe
it
will
require
a
The rest of the health
series of catastrophes to make
program graduates will receive
baccalaureate degrees people seriously consider
doing much about all this,"
according to this breakdown:
Stahr said. "But I can't buy
dietetics, 3; therapeutic
recreation, 15; accounting, 10; that. Much that is irretrievable
business administration, 10; .has already been lost-and too
environmental sanitation, 5; much more can and will be
community health education, lost every day that we merely
2; school health education, 4, sit and wait for catastrophe."
He called for all humanity
and speech pathology and
"to
work together in a, cause
audiology, 2.
which,
transcending politics,
Eastern is the only
race
and
religion, age,
university in the state
background,
occupation,
and
graduating students in
nationality, concerns all
environmental sanitation this
mankind-indeed; all living
year, Connelly said.
He said these 119 graduates creatures."
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Have Your Own Ring Cleaned
By A Factory Rep. "FREE"
MEN'S RING, I0K Yellow Gold, 400-90

5.00

White Gold

Extra Large, Gold-Closed

10.00

I4K Yallow Gold

$58.00

Miniature, 3288, Gold-Closed

29.00

Stone Encrusting:
One English or Block Letter
Two Greek Letters
Three Greek Letters
Special Emblems
E.K.U.
Law Enforcement
Masonic
Pershing Rifle
K of C
Business Administration

Standard. Plastic-Closed

27.00

Sunburst Stone (Man's Ring only)

Plastic-Closed

53.00

Larg., 3218
Daluxa, Gold-Closed
Plastic-Closed

42.00
37.00

WOMEN'S RINGS. I0K Yallow Gold

Linda Star Sapphire

Dinner Ring*, 1 OK Yallow Gold
3342-60, Go Id-Closed

29.00
30.00
30.00
30.00

3439. Gold-Closed
3512-26. Gold-Closed
3428. Filigree

3.00
3.00
5.00
5.00

4.00
50.00

Fraternity Diamond Top

34.00

12 pt Diamond in lirthstona

45.00

12 pt Diamond Top

30.00

Facsimila Signature

2.50

A daposit of $5.00 is required. SI0.00 for extra larga ring.
Add stata and local tax to above prices.

ORDER YOUR RING NOW
FREE with order ($2.50 value)
•
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Factory Rep. Will Be On Campus
.

9-5:30
■

Mon.
MARCH 29

UNIVERSITY
Come In And Shop At Your Leisure

Tue.
and
MARCH 30

BOOK STORE
HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur.

8-5 Fri.

8-12 Sat.

